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United in Christ
in our fragmented world

angement,
Isolation,
Loneliness
by Lowell Mann

The pastor didn't call when we had a
problem with our daughter. None of the
deacons visited when my husband was
in the hospital. No one from the church
called when we couldn't get to church
last Sunday. Hardly anyone talks to me
in the Sunday school class. The person
thinks: "Nobody cares." Loneliness.
"How are you?"
"Fine."
"How are things going?"
"Great."
Smile, shake hands, respond socially
appropriately. They look so happy, content. Isolated.
One extreme is for people to externalize and say the cause for the sense of
isolation, estrangement and loneliness is
"them." If "they" would call, visit, talk,
A member of the Elizabethtown, PA, congregation, Lowell Mann is Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at the Hershey Medical Center of the Pennsylvania State University.
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take the initiative—then 1 wouldn't be
lonely.
If one were to suggest to the person
who is lonely that they initiate social
contact and reach out, one can hear the
excuses. "I don't know how to meet
people." "They don't like me." "I'm not
part of the 'in' crowd."
The problem of isolation leading to
loneliness, progressing to a sense of helplessness and then to hopelessness is
apparent with increased rates of suicide
in all age levels. This is one extreme.
Other evidence of loneliness and personal isolation is the restlessness of
many people. People cope with this by
avoidance—they may always have the
radio or the TV on, or constantly work,
or always go somewhere, or always stay
involved. One may say that's better than
alcohol or other drugs or gambling or—.
Maybe it is. Maybe. It can still be
destructive.
Does this occur only "out there"? No,

it happens in the church as well, as evidenced in over-involvement in programs, in committee work, in choir, etc.
Is this a new problem? Hardly.
Solomon in Ecclesiastes (in the New
International Version) talks of the meaninglessness of life. "Everything is meaningless." He repeats the refrain again
and again. A quick reading of the book
indicates that self indulgence, pleasure,
wealth, work, even wisdom—it was all
meaningless. With all of his wealth and
wisdom Solomon sounds despairing
and lonely. And this in spite of being
surrounded by people, including his
many wives and concubines. What is
missing? Solomon does not describe any
significant personal relationship.
Jesus, in Matthew 11, was asked by
John's disciples, "Are you the one who
was to come or should we expect someone else?" Jesus replied, "Go back and
report to John what you hear and see;
the blind receive sight, the lame walk,
those who have leprosy are cured, the
deaf hear, the dead are raised, and the
good news is preached to the poor."
Jesus was meeting the needs of people.
Those events had clear and immediate
impact on the person as well as family
and friends. This occurred, not through
proclamations of a king as Solomon
may have done, but by Jesus meeting
people with their needs where they were,
through an intense interpersonal relationship.
We have occasional glimpses of these
personal encounters between Jesus and
those in need. Jesus didn't always come
offering largess. He was able to ask for
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help as well. To the woman at the well he
asked for a drink. With Zacchaeus he
invited himself to lunch. Jesus wasn't
above asking something from others.
These encounters suggest a give and
take relationship.
Jesus' ministry does not suggest a similar view of life as Solomon's. Jesus' life
was not meaningless. And yet Jesus was
aware of personal feelings. For example, he said to his disciples when some
earlier followers forsook him, "Will you
also leave me?" He did not want his
disciples to leave him alone, but that is
not the same as loneliness. Jesus took
time to be alone.
Reading about the early church in
Acts also does not suggest the feeling of
loneliness or estrangement. It was not
that the early church was made up of
people without problems. In fact, some
of Paul's letters were written because of
problems in the church. (And he called
them saints anyway.)
In Acts 2 the people who were all
together in one place were filled with the
Holy Spirit. Later in that same chapter
there is further evidence of being together. "Every day they continued to
meet together in the temple courts. They
broke bread in their homes and ate
together with glad and sincere hearts,
praising God and enjoying the favor of
all the people" (2:46). This is not a picture of loneliness or estrangement. What
made the difference for them?

The task of being
"together" as a person
with others is an
ongoing process
requiring confession.
The people were "together." How do
people get "together"? Jesus said in Matthew 12:25, "Every kingdom divided
against itself will be ruined." Certainly
as individuals we are divided at times.
We are aware of different wishes, different wants, different desires, different
drives. Some people seemingly do not
have difficulty making the "right"
choice. What about those who "ride the
fence" longer, or are aware of choosing
(again) a way that is not really in their
own best interest, or the best interests of
their family, or the best interest of the
church family?
In reality, no one wants to remain
where they are. A person is not awake
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until the possibility of what he or she can
become stirs within.
In everyone's life there are times when
our attention is absorbed by the evil of
the world. To become aware of the
potential for evil within one's self is
another matter. This is part of what is at
issue about being "together" with myself.
Jesus said the kingdom of God is within
you. He also said that every kingdom
divided against itself will be ruined.
The task of being "together" as an
individual and being "together" with
others as pictured in Acts 2 is an ongoing process. This requires confession.
Confession is the opposite of being defensive or self righteous. Some may say,
"but I've made a commitment to Jesus
Christ and I've confessed my sins." Central to the teaching of the early church
was "confess your sins to one another"
(James 4:16). The fact that this instruction is seldom taken seriously may be a
major factor for the sense of estrangement and loneliness within the church
today.
Jesus was talking about our being
unaware of ourselves when he told us in
decisive terms that to be concerned
about the speck in our brother's eye is
dishonest. This is instruction in selfreflection, which is essential if we are to
make real confession. As long as we
attribute our loneliness and estrangement only to circumstances or the failure of others to respond to us as they
"should," we are in trouble and there is
little possibility of our finding the community we wish for.
United with Christ in our fragmented
world is the theme of General Conference 1982 and this biennium. We will be
ineffective in this task if we do not "come
together," both individually and collectively. This can begin to happen if we
decide to reflect on the beams in our
own eyes, which will lead to confession
and to new commitment. This dynamic
process will bring us "together" individually, and collectively. This can begin to
happen if we decide to reflect on the
beams in our own eyes, which will lead
to confession and to new commitment.
This dynamic process will bring us
"together" individually, as groups, as
congregations, and as a church. This
process is referred to in I John 1:9, "If we
confess our sins he is faithful and just
and will forgive us our sins and purify us
from all unrighteousness."
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must be
beautiful
by Wilbur W. Benner

I saw beauty on a winter morning in
south central Kentucky. A skiff of snow
had whitened the earth during the night.
Hoar frost had fastened itself to the
trees, the bushes, the weeds, the fences.
The sun was shining brightly in the
azure sky. I was traveling toward the sun
as I made my way up Robinson Ridge
Hill from the little hamlet of Knifley.
The wires crossing the highway, high in
the sky, were glistening in their robes of
white. A cardinal flew across the highway, silhouetted against the azure sky
and whitened hills. "This is beautiful!" I
whispered to myself.
Yes, beauty is all around us. I see it
every day. As the pastor of a growing
church, I see beauty every Lord's day, as
I observe my people congregating together to worship the Lord.
What is beauty? I see it in the face of
the babe in my congregation. The quietness, the calmness, the peacefulness in
the deep blue eyes of the child speak
beauty to me. There is no worry, no
frustration, no impatience—just serene
beauty.
What is beauty? I behold it in the life
of the youth, bursting with vim and
vigor, as they rush across a ball field, or
skim across the shiny waters of a glistening lake on water skis, or wrestle with
the collie on the newly-mowed grass.
Beauty is evidenced in family life.
Christian parents working together to
care for a growing family. A lighted fire,
a family circle where God's Word is real
and revered—that's beauty!
What is beauty? It is seen in the silvery
haired grandma sitting alone by the
window, observing the passersby—a
beauty, a tranquility that comes only as
we've lived for God and others. In the
rush of time, here is a calmness which
comes to one who has lived a life without regret. Beauty, yes—an inner beauty
that one feels.
There is beauty in the rose petal, a
beauty that cannot be described, only
observed. There's beauty in the fine silky
coat of the chihuahua, in the colorful
feathers of the parrot, in the sparkling
waters of the mountain stream.
Who hasn't been astounded with the
beauty of a sunrise or sunset? The rainbow or a cloud formation? Look around
you, you can discover beauty everywhere. Surely, God must be beautiful!
Wilbur Benner is pastor of the Antrim
Brethren in Christ Church, Greencastle, PA.
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Children's Family Center
at Messiah Village

Do you
know?
by M a r y G . Eshelman

One, two, three, four times she phoned. The fourth time the caller asked,
"When can we phone to find out for sure
that you will come?" "Monday morning," 1 had stalled before. Now we ask
God to lead us in this step.
How did the Children's Defense Fund
Committee find out about our program,
our telephone number? Why so urgent?
Why are they inviting the Children's
Family Center at Messiah Village to a
meeting on Children and the Elderly at
the Aspen Institute-Wye Facility in
Queenstown, Maryland?
When the Children's Family Center
planned to open in September 1978, our
lawyer told us we were the only intergenerational program of this kind in the
United States. We questioned this.
When at the meeting in Maryland, it
was still a question in our minds if there
were other intergenerational live-in,
daily programs. The presentation before
ours told about their program and due
to various circumstances an argument
was on. Then I prayed, "Oh, God, you
know I didn't really want to come. Now
what shall I do?" His answer was, "Pull
out all the stops." I did.
Our program was presented with
slides. We told them of the happiness the
generations give to each other. There are
the darling children in regular attendance at the exercise class with the very ill
in skilled nursing care. And now when
we take them for a walk to the skilled
nursing area, they point to some and
say, "We know them."
It is really a happy time when we can
take several children to those who are
helpless bodily, or not so helpless, and
they will talk to each other and enjoy
and appreciate the visit. Or many come
to us at the Center.
One lady told me today, "I love to
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Mrs. Ginny Thornburgh, wife of Pennsylvania Governor Dick Thornburgh, with some
of the children from the Children's Family Center at Messiah Village.

stand at my window and watch the
children play." Can you picture a very ill
person who can't even sit up straight but
is bent over in his wheelchair looking at
the floor—and the children will bend
over, turn their faces upward, look into
his face and say, "Hello." Then both
smile, talk to each other, touch each
other and laugh. How Christ-like!
Then there are some very precious
folk who find it difficult to retire. Who
wants to sit and fold your hands or just
play games? The residents, male and
female, have found ways to help with the
children and now the days have meaning. We especially appreciate the gentlemen (because we need male images
for our boys) who are now such a
blessing.
The 24 national leaders of the Children's Defense Fund were very excited
about such a program. Some comments
they said and wrote are: "The most moving program I have ever heard without a
doubt"; "One of the nicest things that
has happened to me for a long time was
learning of the fantastic program you
are having"; "I wish you every success in
your wonderful program"; etc.
A review of the Children's Family
Center program was printed in the
Children's Defense Fund Report, stating "for more information write to
Children's Family Center." Now requests for more information of the program are coming to us. They come from
Children's Council of N.W. Louisiana;

Iowa Council for Children & Families;
Professional Services for Children &
Youth; Pennsylvania Lutheran Social
Services; Cornell University; University
of Pittsburgh; Office of Mental Retardation and Development Disabilities,
Washington, D.C.; American Association of University Women; National
Retired Teachers Association; and even
a Senator. One organization wrote asking if they could provide any assistance
to us.
How did they get our name for the
Children's Defense Fund? It was provided by Mrs. Ginny Thornburgh, our
governor's wife. She has been excited
about the program from the beginning;
it was also she who asked us to send
material of our program to others,
including the President of the International Year of the Child, etc.
We would like you, too, to know
what is in the small corner of Messiah
Village, where over 22 children come to
cheer up our elderly (and they do just
that). We can count on them. They are a
real gold mine of humanity.
Please pray for the Children's Family
Center at Messiah Village, the teachers,
children and volunteers who help!
Mary G. Eshelman, a resident of Messiah
Village, is the past president and a continuing member of the governing body of the
Children's Family Center. She is also an
associate professor emeritus of home economics at Messiah College.
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MCC annual

meeting

How big to grow?
It was a year of untold violence and
suffering in many parts of the world.
More refugees were created by political
conflict; more injustices committed;
more innocent people caught in the
interplay of evil forces. And thus for
M e n n o n i t e Central C o m m i t t e e
there were also many more opportunities for Christian witness and service.
Against a backdrop of grim international scenarios, members of the MCC
board gathered in Henderson, Neb.,
Jan. 29 and 30 to examine MCC's
actions of the past year and to ponder
the whys and hows of greater witness
and service to the victims of hunger,
violence and poverty.
Not that last year's program hadn't
done a lot. Indeed, during 1981 the
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ relief
and service agency spent $19 million to
send 851 workers to 48 countries to feed
the hungry, heal the sick, plant trees, dig
wells, teach school and perform myriad
other tasks to meet human needs in the
name of Christ.
Yet with the boundless needs world-

wide, the question being asked was
whether MCC should grow bigger, faster. Should MCC take advantage of
potentially huge outlays of government
aid (especially from the Canadian International Development Agency, which
gave MCC close to $2 million last year
and from whom much more might be
available) or would a growth surge
financed by non-constituent sources
harm MCC's character as a churchly
and person-oriented agency? These were
questions bandied about in the annual
meeting, in small group forums, and
over coffee. The consensus seemed to be
a cautious "yes, but. . . ."
Those "buts" included concerns that
MCC should remain closely tied to its
supporting constituency, even if the
money for an expanded scope came
from elsewhere; that MCC remain an
agency of "dedicated amateurs" rather
than becoming too professional/impersonal; that MCC not "create dependencies" on government money.
A committee has been gathering opinions on the topic and plans to bring a

Ross Nigh, left, pastor of the Bertie Brethren in Christ Church and vice chairman of
M C C gave the official greeting to incoming executive secretary Reg Toews and his
wife Phyllis at the M C C annual meeting. He succeeds William T. Snyder, who joined
M C C in 1943 and has been executive secretary since 1958. VS and personnel director
of M C C (Canada) from 1974-76, Toews has been associate executive secretary for
M C C administration and resources since 1977.
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recommendation on growth and scope
to MCC's annual meeting next year in
Harrisonburg, Va.
This year, meanwhile, a modest
growth is projected. Members passed a
budget of $20.8 million for the coming
year, an increase of 9.9 percent over last
year. This represents a deficit of almost
$1 million, which will be taken out of
surplus. But it was noted that by next
year, MCC's surplus will have dwindled
to a two-month operating reserve, and
the agency should count on balancing its
budget for 1983.
Despite the apparently small budget
increase, plans for the coming year
include provision for at least 50 more
overseas workers, if the right personnel
can be found.
The relief-development balance got
some attention. Edgar Stoesz, overseas
secretary, said development work occupies the bulk of MCC's overseas force
but "relief gets the headlines" (direct
material aid consumes about a third
of MCC's resources). Some members
urged the agency to keep relief as a key
thrust. "Let's do all we can, and then ask
for more from the churches," said Siegfried Bartel, who was concerned that
relief not be scaled down. Added Marie
Wiens, "I don't think it will be difficult
to raise more funds for acute relief,"
noting that members have "a will to give
and the funds are there."
In a more philosophical spirit, some
members wanted to pursue larger questions about MCC's role in a fast-changing world. "What are we learning about
military dominated governments," wondered Robert Kreider, noting that at
least 20 of the countries where MCC
works are run by armies. The same
question could be posed about Marxist
regimes, another member added.
Interest in China continues to be high,
especially among those MCC-supporting denominations that have had missionary involvement there in years past.
"In God's providence, a small door is
ajar in China," said Atlee Beechy, who
along with Robert Kreider recently
visited there. At present two MCCsupported workers are teaching English
there as part of an exchange program.
There is potential for moving into China
with more teachers as well as doctors
and possibly agricultural personnel, but
all such placements will have to be done
on an exchange basis. "We have to be
willing to receive workers from them,
too," said one administrator.
Nuclear confrontation surfaced as an
area of concern for the Peace Section,
Evangelical Visitor

Nigerian farmer tries out the "strad,"
an innovative tool designed to weed and
cultivate. M C C agriculturalist Tim Gamber, a member of the Chambersburg, PA
Brethren in Christ congregation, helps
demonstrate the tool to local farmers.

sharpened somewhat by a sobering
meditation on "Nuclear annihilation
and a faithful people" presented by
Robert Krieder and Roy Sider. The
board passed a resolution recommending the meditation for use in constituent
churches.
Peace Section chairman Frank Epp
called for "greater maturity" in theology
and strategy as they relate to international politics if the Peace Section's task
was "not only to keep Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ boys from going to
war, but also to keep the whole world
from going to war."
Peace Section also presented South
African conscientious objector Richard
Steele, who told of his Baptist background, his acceptance of the peace

position through independent study of
Scripture, and the subsequent bolstering
of this position through MCC Peace
Shelf books he came across at the University of Capetown. Steele spent a year
in prison, including some periods of soli-

tary confinement, for refusing to accept
military induction. He is currently on a
three-month speaking tour of Canada
and the U.S., sponsored by MCC.
Wally Kroeker for Meetinghouse

Bluefields, located on Nicaragua's Atlantic coast, is a small city accessible to the rest
of Nicaragua only by boat or plane.

A church is born
in Bluefields

by Marshall and Eleanor Poe

Twenty-three adults, three youth and
twelve children crowded into the 13 by
13 foot living room of a believer's house
in Bluefields, Nicaragua in December
1981. The purpose of the meeting was to
organize a Brethren in Christ congregation in the city and to elect a pastor and
church board members. With the exception of three persons from Managua—
Enrique Palacios, Josd Ledn Herrera
and Marshall Poe—most of the others
were Brethren in Christ families who
had moved to Bluefields within the last
six months from the Huapi and Salto
Mataca areas of Zelaya Department.
Josd Ledn had been in Bluefields for
Marshall and Eleanor Poe serve as country representativefor Brethren in Christ Missions in Nicaragua.
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several days prior to this meeting, visiting and encouraging the various Brethren in Christ families and preaching in
evangelistic services in the evening.
The organizational meeting began
with the hostess serving fruit juice to
everyone. The group sang and prayed
together, listened to an evangelistic message and rejoiced with a "friend" of the
gospel, a local nominal Catholic, as she
accepted Christ, Mary's son, as her personal Savior. Then two mothers expressed their desire to dedicate their children
to the Lord and this was joyfully done.
After words of counsel and various
scriptural admonitions by Rev. Enrique
Palacios, the group agreed upon who
would serve as pastor, co-pastor and
church board members. They reached
decisions by open discussion of each

•(Bluefields

position and by final unanimous
"amens."
While migration of Brethren in Christ
members created the need for organizing a congregation in Bluefields, the
believers are showing signs of reaching
out to their neighbors. They have 200
New Testaments to distribute free of
charge as they share Jesus Christ with
the people in Bluefields. Help us pray
for this new congregation as they become more established in an area isolated from Managua and the more populated western part of Nicaragua.
7

This is the first of several articles on current topics in
missions which will appear in upcoming issues of the
VISITOR. Next, Esther Spurrier writes from Zambia on,
"To institute or not to institute."

What about the
"hidden peoples"?
by Grace Holland

Leading mission researchers believe
that we are about to see the greatest
missionary effort ever launched. Current interest in missions shown by young
people indicates that there will be more
missionaries going to places than ever
before in history and they will give special attention to the hidden peoples.
Today two billion people have not heard
the gospel and will not have an opportunity to hear it, unless mission organizations change their strategy. Many of
them are doing so. I have been asked in
this article to consider the question:
What should the Brethren in Christ be
doing about the hidden peoples?
Who are the "hidden peoples"?

The "hidden peoples" are the 16,750
distinct groups among whom there is
still no established church. There are a
few Christians among some of them, but
there is no worshipping group. There is
no band of people of their own language
and customs to tell them of Christ, so
pioneer missionaries must be sent.
By "people groups" we do not mean
political countries, but rather collections
of people who are united by common
customs and common language. One
political country can contain many people groups. For example, India has
3,000 distinct peoples and southern
Russia has several hundred tribal
groups. Some of the people groups are
large and some are small. There are
eight small but distinct Indian tribes in
northwestern Washington state and
Veteran missionaries Fred and Grace
Holland are again serving in Zimbabwe
after seven years of study and teaching
at Fuller School of World Missions and
Wheat on College. Grace is a member of
the Board for Missions.
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only three are known to have any Christians among them.
These people groups without Christian churches are called "hidden peoples" because so few missionaries are
working with them. Dr. Ralph Winter
of the U.S. Center for World Mission
estimates that five out of six non-Christians can never hear the gospel with the
present missions set-up. This is because
50,000 of the 55,000 Protestant missionaries are serving existing or newly-formed churches or are helping people who
have already heard the gospel. The
16,750 people groups without churches
are hidden from their view! Yet the only
way for these people to hear about
Christ is for a missionary to come from
another culture.
What responsibility do we have for
them?

We Brethren in Christ look at our
missionary program and feel that we are
stretching ourselves to the limit. We are
a small group, yet we are carrying on
extensive work in Africa, India, Central
America and Japan, and we are reaching out to new endeavors in South
America and among ethnic French and
Spanish groups in the United States.
The point is made that hearing the gospel once is usually not enough to convince one to receive it. Instead of flitting
from place to place with a quickly presented message, we should stay and live
the gospel until it is clearly understood.
We must also remember that we can't
do everything. We should try to be wise
stewards of the resources God has given
us. We should build on existing work
and do well what we are doing rather
than do many jobs halfway.
All of these are valuable observations
and I agree with all of them. Yet when I

pray for the needs of the world, I cannot
forget that these thousands of separate
groups have no one to tell them that
Christ can save. I know that no matter
how busy and committed we are with
other God-given tasks, we have a responsibility for the people who cannot
hear with the present system of missions!
Jesus said that we should go and
make disciples of "all nations." We are
told that the Greek words are ta ethne,
meaning ethnic groups. So we have
Jesus' direct command to go to every
ethnic group with the gospel. Our job is
not finished until we have done so. Jesus
would not have commanded us to do
something impossible. As long as this
task is not completed, we have a responsibility to push forward toward the goal.
What are we doing to reach hidden
peoples?

This is not to say that we as a church
are ignoring the needs of those who
haven't heard. When we went to Africa
and India we went to hidden peoples—
there were no churches among those to
whom we went. Our missionaries worked hard and today there are dozens of
churches among these peoples. The
needs are still great and we are still working in each of these places.

The Globe at a Gh
Courtesy of U.S. Center
for World Mission,
Pasadena, CA

m= millions of i n d i v i d u a l s , world
g = people g r o u p s , w o r l d total
m h = m i l l i o n s o f i n d i v i d u a l s i n Unr
Hidden groups
gh = Unreached or Hidden groups
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Non C h r i s t i a n s making no C h r i s t
b u t l i v i n g w i t h i n Reached C r o u p
E,1 Outreach evangelism
Non C h r i s t i a n s l i v i n g w i t h i n Unr
people g r o u p s , r e q u i r i n g E , 2 o i
cross c u l t u r a l evangelism
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Some may feel that we are still working with hidden peoples, but according
to the definition of the term this is not
so. Mission researchers have designated
another category called "unreached
peoples," among whom less than 20 percent are Christian. They urge continued
work among these people as well—
especially in encouraging national Christians to reach their own people—and we
are certainly pouring ourselves into the
work among unreached people in Zimbabwe, Zambia, India, Japan, Cuba
and Nicaragua.
One could ask whether it is more
important to work with hidden people
in a tribe of 5,000 or to work with
unreached people where 25,000 still have
not heard the gospel. The real question,
though, is whether in working with
unreached people we are striving to
touch those who haven't heard or
whether we are spending all our time
with those who have heard and have
received or perhaps with those who have
heard and have deliberately refused the
OTHER

ice
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gospel. It seems that on some of our
fields we are in danger of maintaining a
worthwhile but static operation with
established churches while two billion
people still need to hear the initial
message.
In such a situation, the answer is not
to suddenly withdraw the help which is
now depended upon and thus sink the
good work we have established. Rather
we should (1) be sure that our help is
given in such a way as to encourage
independence, and (2) do all we can to
ensure that the new church reaches out
to those who haven't heard—both within
its own people group and in surrounding people groups. This Brethren in
Christ Missions is endeavoring to do.
The aim is to give the national churches
a vision for outreach and help them do
it.
An example of this approach is what
Fred and I are doing in Zimbabwe. We
desire by God's help to assist the church
here into a growing pattern itself—
especially in the cities—and then to help

motivate her to send her own missionaries to surrounding hidden peoples.
What more can we do?

Dr. Winter believes that many new
mission organizations will rise to take
up the challenge of the hidden peoples.
He also believes that some of the old
stable missions will see the need to reach
them and will turn their ships to head in
a new direction.
Some may doubt that our mission
needs to change its course. They feel it is
fine for us to be involved in maintenance
while other missions are out pioneering
in new places. Specializing may not be
bad. We can work with unreached people while others work with hidden people. The problem is that the percentage
of workers with hidden people is so out
of balance. Out of every 171 missionaries, only one is trying to work among
hidden people! Shouldn't we help to
bring about a better distribution of missionaries according to need?
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Women Alone Feminar
All women alone—widowed, divorced, separated or single—are
invited to attend the Women Alone Feminar to be held at Camp
Hebron, Halifax, PA, on April 16-18, 1982.
The theme is "Peace, Purpose and Power in Christ." Speakers will
be Evamae Crist of York, PA, and Dr. Martha Karam, on the staff of
Philhaven Hospital.
A $5.00 advance registration fee should be paid by April 1, with
$34.00 to be paid on arrival.
For further information, write to Nancy Kreider, 515 Messiah
Village, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055.

What about
the
"hidden peoples" . . .
(from page 9)

Our mission leaders are sensitive.
They are studying the needs and the task
of missions. They are reading the research of other mission scholars and are
working to discover the most effective
contribution the Brethren in Christ can
make. I believe they are trying to nose
our ship in a new direction without sinking it, but they need the help of you and
me.
What can you do?

Maybe this is the first time you have
caught a glimpse of the whole picture of
need in missions and you are stirred to
want to help. What can you do?
1. Getting a vision of the world God
wants to save should first of all drive you
to your knees. Jesus instructed us to
pray, "Thy kingdom come, Thy will be
done on earth as it is in heaven." In
order for his kingdom to come, every
people group must hear the gospel and
have a chance to receive it. Pray especially for hidden peoples and for the
young churches which are starting their
own mission societies to go to them. Ask
God to show us Brethren in Christ
where we should be responding to the
need of the hidden peoples.
2. Write to Board for Missions members and administrators to let them
know how you feel about missions. Let
them know that you are concerned
about the hidden peoples and would like
10

to lend your support to new ministries
among them.
3. Show your confidence in the work
and research of Brethren in Christ Missions leaders—give to support the growing outreach. Both the home and overseas secretaries long to expand the outreach to those who are in greatest need.
There are people available to go. The
expansion of the program is limited only
by funds. Ask God to show you what
you can do for hidden peoples as you
give every available cent for mission
work. (Be sure to ask him what he
means by "available.")
4. Keep your mind open to the possibility that you might go yourself. Thousands of new missionaries will be going
to hidden peoples in the next few years.
Some will be supported by mission
boards; others will be self-supporting
missionaries in all sorts of creative positions. At its recent meeting, the Board
for Missions adopted a resolution favoring its taking steps to function as a
placement service for Christians in countries where ordinary missionaries may
not be permitted. Begin to read about
the needs of the world and get some
training in how to gain the confidence of
people of other cultures. Ask to be sent
or go self-supporting and ask for prayer
and direction from the church.
You are part of God's answer to the
needs of the hidden peoples!
For more information on Brethren in
Christ Missions write for the free magazine, therefore, P.O. Box 27, Mount
Joy, PA 17552-0027.
For more information about the hidden
peoples write for MISSION FRONTIERS, U.S. Center for World Mission,
1605 E. Elizabeth St., Pasadena, CA
91104

Church
News
Allegheny Conference

The youth of the Big Valley congregation
taught the Sunday school classes on Sunday, Feb.
28. Also, in the evening service, youth from the
Pleasant Valley congregation presented the program. • A Passion Play, compiled by Dan Neidermyer, was presented on Feb. 13 and 14 by the
youth and young adults of the Carlisle congregation.
The Cedar Grove congregation reports they had
a guest speaker. Dr. Robert Suggs, on Sunday
morning, Feb. 7. Youth Day was observed with
the youth teaching Sunday school classes. • A
recent guest of the Montgomery congregation was
Rev. Garnet Myers on Sunday morning, Jan. 24.
The Myers family ministered in music.
A time of fellowship and refreshment was held
by the New Guilford congregation on Sunday
evening, Jan. 31, as a way of welcoming their new
deacon, Marlin Wingert, and his family to the
church. The Wingerts were consecrated in the
morning service.
The Ridgevue congregation reports supporting
their pastor, Rev. Harry Musser, full-time during
the month of January, so that he could devote time
to community visitation and other church work. •
The Van Lear congregation reports two special
musical groups visited their church recently. On
Jan. 17, the Osbourne Plus presented a program
following a carry-in dinner. On Feb. 1, a concert
was given by Eddie Piper, Lewistown.

Atlantic Conference

A Christian Education Seminar was held on
March 7 by the Cross Roads congregation. The
resource persons were Martha Karam and Rev.
Bill Drury. • The ladies of the Lancaster congregation have been discussing "Women in the 80's"
during their weekly fellowship. A panel discusses
issues facing women today.
The week of Feb. 7 was designated by the Palmyra Church as Friendship Week. Everyone in
the congregation was encouraged to share with
someone else in the congregation. • The Atlantic
Conference Youth Rally was hosted by the Skyline View congregation on Sunday evening, Jan.
31. The guest speaker was Rev. David Hess.

Canadian Conference

An all day seminar for couples—married or
engaged—was held by the New Life congregation
on Saturday, Feb. 27. Resource persons for the
day were Diana and John Snowden, authors of
the book "And Two Shall be One."
The Rosebank congregation reports holding an
installation service for deacon Ronald Albrecht on
Sunday, Jan. 31. • Recent guests of the Wainfleet
congregation were Gordon and Susie Gilmore,
prior to their leaving for missions work in Venezuela. They shared in the morning worship service on
Jan. 10.

Evangelical Visitor

Central Conference

A Family Night was held by the Ashland congregation in a local school gym. • A Congregational Growth Workshop was recently held by the
Carland-Zion congregation.
A Baptismal Service and Reception of Members was held by the Western Hills congregation
on Sunday, Jan. 24.

Midwest Conference

The Awana Club of the Abilene congregation
sponsored a Mother-Daughter Salad Supper on
Feb. 12. Dr. Marilee McBoyle was the guest
speaker. • The Bethany congregation held a week
of revival services the first week of February. Rev.
Wilfred Fadenrecht was the speaker.

Pacific Conference

Members of the Upland congregation attended
the BRASS Institute. The institute was held each
Monday night in February.

For The Record . . .
Births

Book: Allison Frances, Jan. 17; Curtis and Leslie Book, London, England.
Brown: Andrew Timothy, Jan. 24; Allen and
Liz Brown, Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Colonna: Kyrstin Mary, Jan. 21; Paul and
Debbie Colonna, Upland congregation, Ca.
Dourte: Daniel Ray, Jan. 2; Ray and Faithe
Dourte, Grantham congregation. Pa.
Eaton: Jessica Renee, Nov. 25; Samuel and
Debbie Eaton, Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.
Gibbons: Rebecca Leigh, Jan. 12; Vaughn and
Barbara Gibbons, Sherkston congregation, Ont.
Hood: Jennifer Marie, Jan. 9; Bob and Mandy
Hood, Waynesboro congregation, Pa.
Howard: Jessica Ruth, Jan. 25; Ed and Ann
Howard, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
Lehman: Justin Robert, July 17; Robert and
Betty (Martin) Lehman, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Lueders: Jason Matthew, Jan. 25; Jeff and Kay
Lueders, Manor congregation. Pa.
Mellott: Tamara Jean, Jan. 20; Tim and Bonnie Mellott, Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Miller: Shannon Michelle, Oct. 25; Sam and
Debbie Miller, Van Lear congregation, Md.
Minch: Jessica Delone, Jan. 20; Greg and
Marilyn Minch, Upland congregation, Ca.
Robertson: James Joseph Austin, Feb. 6; Jim
and Audrey Robertson, Paddockwood congregation, Sask.
Todd: Tia Nicole, Jan. 30; Randy and Dena
Todd, Fairview congregation, Oh.
Treaster: Dustin Stephen, Dec. 23; Stephen
and Judy Treaster, Ridgevue congregation, Pa.
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Weddings

Bauman-Dourte: Jeseen, daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Jesse Dourte, Manheim, Pa., and Troy, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Bauman, Lititz, Pa., Nov.
28, in the Manheim Brethren in Christ Church
with father of the bride and Rev. Wilbur Besecker
officiating.
Betancourt-Eisenberger: Donna, daughter of
Mrs. and Mrs. George Eisenberger, Willow St.,
Pa., and Elias, son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Betancourt, Lancaster, Pa., Jan. 30, in the Refton
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. John A.
Brubaker officiating.
Buckwalter-Kern: Beulah Kern and Harvey
Buckwalter, April 17, 1981 in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Wingert with Rev. C. R. Burgard
officiating.
Canada-Knettler: Marilyn Knettler, Millersville, Pa., and Richard Canada, Willow St., Pa.,
Jan. 16, in the First Assembly of God Church with
Rev. Papit officiating.
Dughartey-Mann: Nancy Mae, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Mann, Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
and Louis Jordan Dughartey, New York City,
June 20, 1981 in the Mechanicsburg Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. C. R. Burgard officiating.
McMichael-Sourbeer: Julia, daughter of Mrs.
Patricia Sourbeer and the late Warren Sourbeer,
Conestoga, Pa., and Stephen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John McMichael, Willow St., Pa., Dec. 5, in the
Bethel Evangelical Congregational Church with
Rev. Howard Brooks and Rev. John A. Brubaker
officiating.
Shenk-Wenger: Rebecca Ann, daughter of
Gerald and Anna Mae Wenger, Mechanicsburg,
Pa., and Donald Jaye.sonof Rev. and Mrs. Jacob
Shenk, Mt. Joy, Pa., May 23, 1981 in the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ Church with father of
the groom and Rev. C. R. Burgard officiating.
Warfield-Burgard: Dawn Renee, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. C. R. Burgard, and Robert N„ son
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Warfield, both Mechanicsburg, Pa., May 16, 1981 in the Mechanicsburg
Brethren in Christ Church with father of the bride
and Rev. Allan Fenner officiating.

Obituaries

Bashore: Mrs. Leah O. Bashore, born June 16,
1894, died Jan. 8, 1982. She was married to Isaiah
Bashore who preceded her in death. The funeral
service was conducted in the Messiah Village
Chapel by Rev. LeRoy Walters. Interment was in
the New Guilford Cemetery.
Engle: Oliver Engle, Abilene, Ks., born Aug.
16, 1924, died Nov. 20, 1981. He was the son of
LaMar and Frances Engle. In 1946 he married
Lela Eyster who survives. He is also survived by
two sons: Leon and Richard; seven daughters:
Kathleen Zucher, Peggy Krol, LaRae Miller,
Mary Lynn Rock, Kaye, Juree, and Cara. A
daughter, Connie, preceded him in death in 1968.
He was a member of the Zion Brethren in Christ
Church where the funeral service was conducted
by Rev. Kevin Ryan and Dr. A. V. Howland.
Interment was in the Union Cemetery.

Gilbert: Theodore R. Gilbert, born Jan. 8,
1905, died Jan. 10, 1982. He was the son of John F.
and Annie Burg Gilbert who preceded him in
death. He is survived by his wife, Emma E. Wallace Gilbert; a daughter: Mrs. Collins; two sons:
John and Lester; fifteen foster children; eight
grandchildren; and eight great-grandchildren. He
was a member of the Pleasant View Brethren in
Christ Church where the funeral service was conducted by Rev. Harold Bowers and Rev. Samuel
Lady. Interment was in the Salem Community
Cemetery.
Groff: Miss Ruth Groff died Jan. 17, 1982, at
the age of 65. The funeral service was conducted in
the Manheim Brethren in Christ Church by Rev.
Roy J. Peterman. Interment was in the Bareville
Cemetery.
Hess: Mrs. Mary E. Hess, born July 10, 1896,
died Oct. 17, 1981. She was married to Laban Hess
who preceded her in death. She is survived by five
children: E. Glenn, Harold L., Merle E., Mrs.
Leoda Blacketter; and Mrs. Lois Little. She was a
member of the Messiah Village Brethren in Christ
Church. Rev. Maurice Bender conducted the funeral service in the New Guilford Brethren in
Christ Church. Interment was in the adjoining
cemetery.
Peters: Anna Grace Peters, born May 13, 1922,
in Rapho Twp., Pa., died Jan. 30, 1982 in the
Lancaster General Hospital. She was the daughter
of Wayne R. and Amanda B. Ginder Peters. She is
survived by her father; three brothers: Earl G.,
Jesse F„ and James F.; two sisters: Eva Mae, and
Mrs. Hettie F. Shenk; and 10 nieces and nephews.
She was a member of the Mastersonville Brethren
in Christ Church. The funeral service was conducted by Rev. Melvin Boose, Rev. Fred Frey,
and Rev. James Ketner. Interment was in the
Mastersonville Cemetery.
Wagaman: Mrs. Velma Heise Wagaman, born
Nov. 23, 1899 near Hamlin, Ks., died Jan. 15, 1982
in the Abilene Memorial Hospital. She was the
daughter of Anthony J. and Mary Engle Heise.
On Jan. 11, 1922 she was married to Raymond E.
Wagaman who survives. She is also survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Irene Engle; a brother, Edgar
Heise; five grandchildren; and six great-grandchildren. She was a member of the Abilene Brethren
in Christ Church where the funeral service was
conducted by Rev. Henry Landis. Interment was
in the Abilene Cemetery.
Weaver: Mrs. Grace Weaver, born April 10,
1901, died Dec. 2, 1981. She was married to Willis
Weaver. She is survived by four children: Vernon,
Mrs. Gladys Applegate, Mrs. Edith Greenwalt,
and Mrs. Ruth Anderson. She was a member of
the Cross Roads Brethren in Christ Church where
the funeral service was conducted by Rev. B. E.
Thuma, Rev. Allon Dourte, and Rev. Dale H.
Engle.
Wolgemuth: Mrs. Anna M. Wolgemuth, born
May 26, 1898, died Jan. 15, 1982. She was married
to Irvin M. Wolgemuth. She is survived by six
children: Lester H., Mrs. Ruth E. Heisey, Mrs.
Alma Engle, H. Earl, Mrs. Anna M. Wingert, and
Mrs. Ethel Kreider. She was a member of the
Cross Roads Brethren in Christ Church where the
funeral service was conducted by Rev. B. E.
Thuma and Rev. Dale H. Engle.
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Let It
Growl!
by Verna Schwartz

The fact that our evangelist could not
be with us on Friday night gave the
Martinsburg congregation the opportunity to do something special with our
young people—a 24-hour period of fasting and prayer ending with a "world
meal."
The young people were instructed to
skip supper on Friday and come to
church hungry. After the evening service, we spent some time in prayer and
sharing. The boys were to sleep overnight in the church basement; the girls in
the parsonage. We planned to spend ten
minutes of each waking hour in prayer,
and played table games and talked during the other 50 minutes.
The "world meal" was scheduled for
5:00 Saturday evening, to give us time
for reflecting on it before the Saturday
night revival service. We had ten young

people, the ideal number for the planned
"world meal." On Friday night, each
person had pulled out of a hat a slip with
initials on it: "A. P." for African/Asian
Poor, "A" for African/Asian, "I" for
Indian, "R" for Russian, "S.A." for
Spanish American (Central/South
America), "E" for European, "W. E."
for Wealthy European, and a "U" for
United States citizen.
The two "African/Asian Poor" were
seated next to the "U.S. citizen" and the
"Wealthy European," with the others
seated randomly. The "African/Asian
Poor" got empty bowls with bone
spoons. The two "African/Asians" and
I ate rice with vegetables; the Indian
getting that plus a wedge of cabbage and
the African getting a banana as well.
The "Russian" got borscht (beet soup)
while the "Spanish American" ate black

by Earl E. Herr
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"Let it growl"—these words became
the slogan for a very different youth
activity at the Manor Brethren in Christ
Church recently.
"We felt that our youth group activities were centering too much on ourselves," said Don White, a youth leader
for the senior highs at Manor, explaining the motivation behind a unique
activity—a "planned famine." For 30
hours, 30 young people and 7 group
leaders gathered at the church and engaged in a "fast-a-thon." Except for one
cup of fruit juice at each mealtime, they
gave up their normal eating habits and
gained a new awareness of the problem
of hunger.
This awareness was achieved by following a well-organized program outlined by World Vision of Monrovia,
California. Two weeks prior to the
"planned famine weekend," all senior
highs and their parents were invited to a
kick-off banquet. Upon entering the fellowship hall that evening, each person
was issued a ticket—green, brown or
black.
Green tickets entitled one to a sumptuous meal and elegant table settings (at
only two tables), representing the wealthy
beans. The "European" had a small
plate of vegetable stew; she and the Russian also got brown bread without butter. The "Wealthy European" and the
"U.S. citizen" ate as much as they
wanted of meat loaf, green beans, baked
potato with butter, tossed salad, bread
and butter, and fruit salad.
The conversation at that meal was
interesting, to say the least. The wealthy
European and the American talked
about how they were enjoying their meal
and how hungry they had been before
this "feast." The poor African and
Asian, who were seated next to them,
kept pleading for just a bit of something,
anything at all.
After the meal we discussed what had
happened. Quite frankly, I think at least
one of them was angry at me for doing
this to them. Surely the hungry were
unhappy with those who were full and
could have shared because they had
more than they could eat. What will be
the long range and far-reaching results
of this activity? We can't say, but trust il
was a step in the right direction.
Earl Hen is pastor of the Martinsburg,
PA congregation.
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nations of the world. Brown tickets
represented the third world. These people stood in line to receive a bowl of
soup, a piece of bread and a glass of
water. Five less fortunate people given
black tickets were told that they would
have no meal and no place to sit down
that night unless people chose to see
their plight and help them out. (Their
money was refunded later, and most of
them did get something to eat.) The discussions following that meal were most
revealing. One observer noted that the
"third world" seemed to be more willing
to share than the "wealthy." And being
part of the world's "hungry" that night
(getting a black ticket) was unforgettable. As 15-year-old Sue Miller recalled
later, "1 couldn't believe it was happening to me."
In the intervening two weeks between
banquet and fast, each young person
was encouraged to get as many sponsors
as possible for the 30-hour fast (suggested amount, $2 for each meal missed).
Seventeen-year-old Alan Rausch felt
that this was one of the highlights for
him as he contacted neighbors and
friends and explained the nature of the
program. He found people surprisingly
responsive. In the end, the Manor young
people raised over $1400 for various
mission and relief projects.
But as important as raising the money
was, it seemed to everyone that the
awareness they gained of what it means
to be hungry (even for a short time)
would not soon be forgotten. Games,
Bible studies and discussions were all
geared toward better understanding
some of the world's great problems—the
unequal distribution of wealth, complicated by famine, floods, war, epidemics,
and hunger. All were encouraged to
record their feelings in a journal at various points throughout the 30-hour fast.
At the end, Don White's dream had
come true—they were beginning to
think more about their suffering brothers and sisters around the world than
about themselves. Giving testimony to
this newly-found identity with those
who suffer, their climaxing activity was
to share communion together.
Manor would not soon forget this
event. But Sue Westcott probably summed it up for everyone when she commented, "Yes, it was a good experience,
but we did not begin to comprehend the
nature of true poverty or hunger in only
30 hours."
Verna Schwartz is active in the music and
teaching ministries of the Manor congregation, near Columbia, PA.
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Messiah
College
News
Named to "Who's Who"

The following six Brethren in Christ
students were among thirty from Messiah College recently named to Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges: Robert
Beachy, Carlisle, PA; Phillip Byers,
Chambersburg, PA; Stuart Heisey, Mt.
Joy, PA; Pamela Teach, Hagerstown,
MD: David Zercher, Nappanee, IN;
and Lester Zook, Grantham, PA.
Campus nominating committees and
editors of the annual directory compile
the listing based on academic achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular activities, and
future potential.
Members of the "Diplomats"

The Messiah College Diplomats, a
select group of students aiding in college
Admissions and Student Development
activities, includes six Brethren in Christ
students: Jan Byer, Upland, CA; Kent
Byer, Upland, CA; Rod Musser, Upland,
CA; Dale Mylin, Willow Street, PA;
Pamela Teach, Hagerstown, MD; and
David Zercher, Nappanee, IN.
Diplomats represent the student viewpoint in planning and carrying out activities involving off-campus publics such
as community, parents, and prospective
students. Nominations are made by
faculty and administrators on the basis
of scholarship, peer leadership, and campus citizenship. Besides giving service to
their school, the diplomats find their
involvement a source of fellowship, recreation, and personal growth.
College Adds Land

A little over a decade ago Messiah
College made land purchases of several
significant tracts which brought the campus to its present size of about 175 acres.
The land additions provided ample area
for a pleasing development of buildings,
playing fields, and service areas.
The Halls, a leading family in the
greater Harrisburg community, have
been neighbors to Messiah College
through most of the years of its history.
Their land is adjacent to the campus on
the north and east sides. During the last

year the college learned of Mr. Spencer
Hall's intention to develop much of his
land for subdivision and housing. After
conversations with him, he offered Messiah College the opportunity to acquire
land bordering the campus and proposed a sale-gift combination for some
of the contiguous acreage.
Upon consideration of his offer, the
college proposed the purchase of the
additional acreage which Mr. Hall intended to develop for housing. As a result,
the college is acquiring 130 acres from
the Halls. Messiah College is grateful for
this kindness in offering a gift consideration in the sale. As a result, the Grantham Campus will now exceed 300
acres.
Doctorates at Messiah

Recently the news came of two new
doctorates received by individuals on
the faculty of the college. We offer
hearty congratulations to Dr. Luke
Keefer, Jr., who completed his Ph.D. at
Temple University in the field of theology, and Dr. John Yeatts, who completed requirements for his Ph.D. from
Purdue University in the field of educational psychology.
Date Change for Parents' Weekend

Jay Barnes, Dean of Students, has
announced that the date for Parents'
Weekend next fall has been changed to
Saturday and Sunday, October 2 and 3.
A host of activities are planned for
Saturday. The field hockey, cross country, volleyball, and soccer teams will
face Messiah's perennial rival. Eastern
Mennonite College. The Cultural Series
Committee has an outdoor arts and
crafts show planned and an evening
concert. Also, Dean Barnes promises a
repeat of the popular Saturday night ice
cream social.
Worship services will be held in the
college church Sunday morning, and
student residence halls will have open
house Sunday afternoon.
Someone You Know—

—A neighbor, a family member, a
member of your church—may be considering attending college in the next
year or so, and you could introduce
them to Messiah College.
If you will take a minute or two to
write down the name and address of
these persons and drop them in the mail,
the Admissions Office will send them a
complete program and Messiah College
catalog by return mail.
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Readers Respond
Zenith of discipling

I just wanted to write and say how
much I appreciated and enjoyed the two
articles in the January 10 Visitor concerning Sunday school classes in small
churches.
It was such an encouragement to hear
of teachers who are willing to work diligently week after week for just a few

students. I also appreciated the details
they gave as to how they use the Foundation Series curriculum to cover several age levels at one time. It was informative to know how they use "centers"
and on knowing how they have two
groups functioning at the same time.
It is interesting to me that in the public school the cry is for one-on-one
teaching, smaller classes, teaching to a
student's needs, interests, and abilities.

To be considered for publication,
letters must be signed
and should be 300 words or less.

Some special teachers will take only one
student while others take only three or
four. Yet in the Sunday school and parachurch organizations the cry is nearly
always bigger crowds, more numbers, and larger classes. It was a blessing
to see that these teachers are capitalizing
on their situations instead of bemoaning
their smallness. To be able to pour one's
teaching abilities and loving kindness
into only several students for an hour or

ALOGUE DIALOGUE OSAL&QUE BEALOmiE DIALOGUE DIALOGUE DIALOG
I too am "Looking for rationale"

Having served in administrative
capacities on both the local and conference levels of the Brethren in Christ
Church for the past twelve years, I question the rationale for the irrational
statements and inaccurate statistics contained in the letter to the editor, "Looking for Rationale" (Jan. 25).
I am unaware that the idea even exists
that one half of our church leadership be
comprised of women, much less aware
of "an almost desperate attempt" to
"make sure" that this happens. A very
quick glance at records of appointments
to positions in the church on the conference levels is enough to convince me that
the insinuations are invalid. As of 1982
there is a 7 to 1 ratio in favor of men
holding office on the Regional Conference level, and a 15 to 1 ratio in favor of
men holding office on the General Conference level. A quick scan at the Allegheny Regional Conference Minutes
and the General Conference Minutes
show that the first half dozen top level
administrative boards are completely
dominated by men. I will not take time
to break this down any further, but
could easily do so. I think my point is
made and sufficiently supported by factual statistics.
I feel a need to set the record straight
inasmuch as it has been greatly distorted; to assure everyone across our
"Brotherhood" (and that is the proper
term), that the Brethren in Christ
Church, although sympathetic to the
injustice of inequality, whether on the
basis of nationality, race or sex, does not
14

endorse the philosophies of movements
such as "ERA," "Women's Lib," etc. We
are not on a liberal swing whereby we
endorse any individual, organization,
social or political movement or institution which in any way seeks to undermine the biblical lines of authority governing relationships between God and man
or man and woman.
I also feel a deep sense of need to
apologize to the sisters in the church for
depriving them of the blessing of sharing
their God-given talents and abilities
with the body because of a male superiority mentality, or the improper exegesis of certain passages of Scripture, and
to thank them as a pastor for the excellent service rendered in the past and
present, and encourage them to continue to be actively involved in the
future.
If the concern is on the local church
level, that is the proper place to deal with
it, but I am sorry that this thankless
attitude has been expressed so openly in
our church paper. On the other hand, to
accuse or even insinuate that this is a
brotherhood trend is absolutely inaccurate and unfair. Let's research our assumptions before putting them into
print.
Thank God we have advanced beyond
the mind-set of the Greeks and Romans,
where the woman was man's chattel, a
second class citizen, an instrument to be
used for man's gratification and then
hidden from society and denied the very
basic right her human dignity demands.
God created women for more than just

the purpose of having babies and pampering husbands, just as he created men
for other things in addition to making
babies and being pampered. Women are
created as help meet for men in every
area of man's life and profession or
vocation. God gives gifts to those who in
his wisdom need them for ministry, men
and women.
No, the Bible does not say, at least to
my knowledge, that "the church must
have equal representation of both men
and women in its administrative and
supporting structures." I personally believe there are roles of church leadership
that should idealistically be left to men,
but as a pastor, I think I hear God calling so often to the men of the church,
"Man, where are you?" and while the
man is hiding from his responsibilities,
women are often pressed into the unsolicited position of answering, "Here am I,
Lord, send me!"
I thank God for the obedient sisters in
the church in the congregations I have
pastored who were willing to say, "Well,
Pastor, I think a man could do it more
effectively, but if you have no one else,
I'm willing to give it a try." More than
once it was that kind of willingness that
kept a vital program from being
scratched.
In addition to the Bible, God has
blessed all of us with an adequate amount of good old common sense. I
think he might be saying to many of us
"What I have equipped, don't you call
inadequate." May God help us to hear
what he has to say.
"Bob" Keller
Dillsburg, PA
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so each week should be a challenge to us
all. This is the zenith of discipling.
1 hope you continue to print articles
that are able to speak to the needs of the
small church.
Jane Musser
Etters, PA
Times have changed

Since the time when George Detwiler
was editor, my wife and I have enjoyed
reading the Evangelical Visitor.
Times have changed and we in Canada deplore present moral conditions
which exist here.
We sympathize with the parents who
last year lost their babies in the Sick
Children's Hospital in Toronto. An
experienced nurse was accused, who
may well be found innocent.
In many hospitals in Canada, hosts of
unborn infants are indiscriminately murdered and we the taxpayers, without
intention, contribute to the crime. May
God forgive us.
Howard J. Fretz
Stevensville, Ontario
A sampling of
subscription correspondence

I like the new look of the Visitor.
In the January 10 issue, I enjoyed the
article by Jerel Book, but I think the
article "Religion in Review" was five
pages of wasted space. Why rehash old
news?
John M. Brubaker
Atascadero, CA
Enclosed is a check to renew our subscription for another two years.
The Visitor is really a wonderful way
to keep in touch with the church families, especially when it is not possible to
regularly attend a Brethren in Christ
Church. The articles are a blessing and
uplifting. Thanks for publishing such a
paper.
M. Lillian Buckwalter
Conestoga, PA
I am very grateful that our granddaughter and family renewed the Visitor
for me. I read it as soon as I get it. I
especially was glad for the article on
photocopying and on young children
being saved. The pictures too are very
interesting.
Katie M. Heisey
Messiah Village
Mechanicsburg, PA
March 10, 1982
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EDITORIAL

A non-prophet organization?
"Sometimes I wish God would send us a prophet, so we could understand
more easily how to respond to concerns like these." A Brethren in Christ pastor
was sharing with a group of other church leaders his frustration in knowing
how best to apply God's Word to the social problems of our day. "If we only
had a prophet among us." I've thought of that pastor's comment several times
during the past month as our local congregation has been studying the prophet
Amos in mid-week services.
The prophet in the Bible was a person who applied God's revealed Word to a
particular contemporary situation. The prophet outlined in sharp relief what
God expected and spelled out the consequences if repentance and change did
not result. The emphasis was not that of simply predicting future events.
Instead, the central focus of the biblical prophet was that of being God's
messenger, calling the people to a life of practical holiness, right now.
Israel and Judah easily could have been characterized as "non-prophet
organizations," not because they had no prophets among them, but because the
people consistently rejected the prophets God sent. As Jesus lamented, "O
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who kill the prophets and stone those sent to you,
how often I have longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her
chicks under her wings, but you were not willing" (Matthew 23:37, NIV).
It is difficult to understand how the people of his day could be unmoved by
the vivid imagery and fiery rhetoric of Amos. "The lion has roared—who will
not fear?" "Look, I am setting a plumb line among my people Israel; I will spare
them no longer." "Seek the Lord and live, or he will sweep through the house of
Joseph like a fire."
But his warnings fell on deaf, unresponsive ears: "Woe to you who are
complacent in Zion, and to you who feel secure on Mount Samaria." And the
people ignored his call for repentance and change: "Let justice roll on like a
river, righteousness like a never-failing stream."
Amos was confronting a society riddled with spiritual decay and social
injustices. But the people saw themselves as a privileged group, enjoying God's
approval. Certainly God would not—in fact, could not—bring to pass the
judgments this prophet was predicting; their religious ceremonies and burnt
offerings would guarantee their safety. But history vindicated Amos and his
message. The people, failing to heed God's warnings through the prophet,
suffered the bitter consequences.
Looking back across biblical history, it is quite easy to castigate Israel for
failing to listen to God's prophets. Had we been contemporaries of Amos,
Elijah, Isaiah, or Jeremiah, it probably would have been much more difficult
for us to evaluate their ministries and messages. After all, how easily do we
discern God's messengers today, especially when their words strike us as harsh,
biting and demanding, like those of Amos?
Is there the danger that the church today could be, or become, a "nonprophet organization"?
My pastor friend continued his musing. "The longer I think about it, the
more I feel that God in fact has blessed the Brethren in Christ Church with some
prophets for our time." And he named several individuals in our fellowship
(who are also addressing the larger Christian community on issues of spiritual
renewal and social concern). "Maybe the problem is that what they have to say
is hard for us to swallow. They disturb the status quo, and we don't want to have
to change." He concluded, "Even though their message isn't easy to accept, I'm
convinced we need to hear them."
A valid test? It has been said that if you want to know who are the prophets in
the church today, just check to see who is being stoned.
G
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THE CTMEN^O^RY SCENE
NAE announces nationwide
"Save the Family" campaign
To mark its 40th year as a Bible-based
instrument for cooperative evangelical action, the National Association of Evangelicals has launched a nationwide campaign
calling for a strengthening of marriage relationships and healing within America's
homes. Under the banner, "Save the Family," NAE will be working to raise the awareness of evangelicals to the multiple challenges facing the family today, while offering
practical programs and professional resources specifically designed to counter its
erosion.
"This campaign is more than a catchy slogan," said Dr. Billy A. Melvin, executive
director of the 3.5-million member NAE.
"We are going to provide practical ways for
concerned Christians to become involved."
"With our interdenominational contacts
reaching more than 70 denominations,
NAE will lead this concerned effort by presenting biblical solutions to the complex

General
Conference
Information
General Conference is a great family experience. Good activities are
planned for all age groups. Children
through age 11 will have supervised
learning experiences similar to those
at previous conferences. Excellent
youth activities are also being planned. More details on these will be
forthcoming before long.
An 11:00 p.m. curfew will be observed each night of the Conference.
All persons should be in their rooms
by that hour unless involved in approved activities elsewhere. The curfew
does not mean "lights out," but it
16

dilemmas confronting each family in
America."
"Non-believers and immature Christians
are experiencing a similar fate in their relationships due to an ignorance of what the
Bible says about marriage and family," Dr.
Melvin said. "NAE believes that these sacred
relationships were God's idea and that He
has given clear and discernible guidance for
both in Holy Scripture."
Church building boom is on
U.S. News & World Report calls it
"America's Golden Age of Church Building." According to the publication, a recent
boom in new church building brought the
value of religious construction from 867 million dollars in 1975 to 1.6 billion in 1980,
despite rising construction costs and interest
rates. Examples of such building include the
well-known Crystal Cathedral of Robert
Schuller, a nine-million-dollar addition at
the new First Baptist Church of Houston,
and Hare Krishna's Palace of Gold in West
Virginia.

does mean subdued conversation in
the rooms.
The first step in registration for
General Conference is to fill in the
green form which came to you in the
Feb. 10 issue of the Evangelical Visitor (Jan. 25 issue in Canada). Upon
receiving this, the Convention Director will send you a more detailed registration form (one for each person in
your family or group). When you
have completed that form and sent it
in, along with the proper funds, your
registration before Conference is then
completed, except for making a request for any needed transportation
on the green form provided. Your
pastor also has the green forms.
If you encounter any problems,
contact the Convention Director,
Paul Hostetler, Grantham, PA
17027; (717) 766-2621, or 766-8914.

Ronald J. Sider Named
Among "Most Influential"
A Brethren in Christ theologian, Ronald
J. Sider, has been included in a list of the
twelve most influential individuals in the
field of Christian religion, according to a
survey of religious magazine editors conducted by the Christian Century.
The author of Rich Christians in an Age
of Hunger (Inter Varsity) and Christ and Violence (Herald) and former professor at Messiah College, Dr. Sider is a member of the
faculty of Eastern Baptist Seminary in Philadelphia, PA.
"He challenges evangelicals to a simpler
lifestyle," noted one panelist. "What (Francis) Schaeffer does to secularism, Sider does
to materialism. Unfortunately, among evangelicals, it's more popular to be antisecularist
than antimaterialist."
Just as in a similar survey four years ago,
evangelist Billy Graham was ranked No. 1,
and church historian Martin E. Marty, No.
2. Next came two newcomers, Moral Majority's Jerry Falwell, third, and Pope John
Paul II, fourth.
In addition to these five, others named
were William Sloane Coffin of New York's
Riverside Church; Oral Roberts, television
evangelist; Robert Schuller, "possibility
thinker" of California's Crystal Cathedral;
Catholic Archbishop John R. Roach, president of U.S. bishops; Theodore Hesburgh,
president of the University of Notre Dame;
Hans Kung, Swiss-born Catholic scholar;
and United Methodist Bishop James Armstrong, new president of the National Council of Churches.
And finally . . .
Sometimes clever magazine covers backfire—as Moody Monthly magazine can
testify.
The cover of a recent issue depicted an
empty communion cup and the words, "Mrs.
Smith: Please refrain from partaking of
communion until further notice." It illustrated a feature article entitled, "When It's
Okay to Pass Judgment."
But Audrey A. Smith of Hutchinson,
Kansas, was not amused. Her name label had
been pasted right next to the message, and
she explained, "This could have been misunderstood by my postman and others that I
am witnessing to." She said she wouldn't
have been placated even if the name had
been Jones.
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